GET INVOLVED
HHI partners with individuals, schools, companies and
organizations to provide support to local schools through
funding and volunteering.
You can help us grow further by sponsoring projects or
lending your time and expertise. Every contribution makes a
difference in the lives of children in need.

Donate
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(Yay Hati Gembira Indonesia)
IDR # 5260 311 982 USD # 5260 312 428
Swift code CENAIDJA
or online at happyheartsindonesia.org/donate
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Rebuilding Schools
Restoring Hope

ABOUT HAPPY HEARTS INDONESIA

HOW HAPPY HEARTS INDONESIA WORKS

Founded in 2005 by Petra Nemcova in the wake of the 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami, Happy Hearts Fund works to restore
hope and opportunities to children and communities affected
by natural disasters. Happy Hearts Fund recently merged with
All Hands Volunteers to become All Hands and Hearts.

Education
HHI identifies schools in areas affected by natural disasters
and communities in need, rebuilds them in a disaster-proof
way. Rebuilt schools are equipped with indoor furniture,
outdoor play area, books and educational materials.
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Sustainability
HHI fosters a community-oriented business as a programmatic
companion to the new schools, thereby ensuring a long-term
funding stream for the maintenance and development of the
school, and by extension, the community.
School Development Program

Happy Hearts started rebuilding schools in Yogyakarta after
the devastating earthquake in 2006. In 2013, Happy Hearts
opened its first international chapter in Indonesia under
the name Yayasan Hati Gembira Indonesia. In addition to
supporting schools impacted by natural disasters, Happy
Hearts Indonesia (HHI) is reaching out to underprivileged
communities to receive access to proper education.

HHI collaborates with other organizations and volunteers to
provide trainings for teachers and parents.

